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Throughput prediction in wireless networks using

statistical learning
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∗Facultad de Ingenierı́a, Universidad de la República

Montevideo, Uruguay.

Abstract—The focus of this work is on the estimation of
throughput in wireless networks, more specificaly on IEEE
802.11. Our proposal is based on active measurements and
statistical learning tools. We present a methodology where the
system is trained during short periods with application flows and
probe packets bursts. We learn the relation between throughput
obtained by the application and the state of the network, which is
inferred from the interarrival times of the probe packets bursts.
As a result we obtain a continuous non intrusive methodology
that allows to determine the maximum throughput of a wireless
connection only knowing some characteristics of the network. We
use Support Vector Machines (SVM) for regression and we show
results obtained by simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)

have become increasingly popular. WLANs play a key role in

providing internet connections. The family of IEEE 802.11

[7] protocols has become the most popular access method

for WLANs. In 802.11 protocols, the fundamental medium

access method is DCF (Distributed Coordinated Function), a

form of carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance

(CSMA/CA).

Up to now, most research works in this area have been

developed to model IEEE 802.11 DCF and evaluate its per-

formance analytically (examples can be found in [3], [5]) but

there are few works that focus on the problem of estimating

quality of service (QoS) parameters by measurements in

WLAN.

We are working on a monitoring system for wireless net-

works, in particular, for Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN,[1]).

This paper focus on one issue of such monitoring system: the

prediction of the throughput of a new connection in a 802.11

wireless link. The prediction methodology that we propose can

be used by different applications like: admission control, QoS

estimation, load balancing algorithms, etc..

There are other works that use measurements in wireless

networks for different applications like admission control (see

for example [6] and the reference therein). However, most

of these works do not predict the maximum throughput of a

new connection. The main drawback of the works that predict

the maximum throughput, is that the measurement procedures

used for estimating are strongly intrusive, affecting the QoS

of the incumbent connections. However, in order to develop

a monitoring system, one important feature is measuring the

different parameters in a non-intrusive way. Therefore, we

propose a methodology that predict the maximum throughput

using only light probe packets that do not overload the wireless

link. There are other works that use the same technique but in

wired networks (an example is [2]).

In this paper, we focus on predicting the throughput, but

the methodology proposed can be also used to estimate other

QoS parameters seen by the application traffic (like delay or

jitter for example).

We organize this paper in the following way. In section

II we introduce the methodology. In section III we describe

the network’s state estimator. In section IV we show results

from different simulations and finally, we conclude and discuss

future work in section V.

II. METHODOLOGY

We propose a methodology that consists in learning the

relation between the probe packets interarrival times and the

user’s throughput. Once the relation has been learned, we may

predict the throughput just by sending light probe packets.

We consider the regression model: Y = Φ(X) + ǫ, where

X , Y and ǫ are random variables. In this work the variable Y

represents the new connection throughput, X is an estimation

of the state of the wireless link and ǫ is the error. The estimator

of the state of the wireless link X is obtained from the probe

packets interarrival times as is explained in section III.

To estimate the function Φ we use Support Vector Machines

(SVM), in particular, we use SVM for the regression (SVR)

[9].

We consider an environment consisting of a reference node

(RN) and a number of fixed nodes distributed over the network

area. The nodes in the network will contend to send data

packets using the DCF protocol.

In order to estimate Φ we divide the experiment into two

phases. The first phase is called the learning phase. During

the learning phase, when a new client (NodeX) connects to

the reference node RN and starts sending traffic we measure

the new connection throughput (Yi) of NodeX. Afterwards,

when this transmission finishes, NodeX sends a burst of

probe packets with fixed size and interdeparture times. We

build the variable Xi by measuring in each experiment i the

interarrival times of the probe packets burst. Therefore, in each

experiment, in the learning phase we have a pair (Xi, Yi).
After we have collected a set of samples (Xi, Yi), we estimate
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the function Φ using SVM. We call Φ̂ the estimation of the

function Φ.

After the system was trained in the learning phase, the

second phase, called the monitoring phase, starts. During the

monitoring phase NodeX only sends probe packets. We build

the variable X in the same way as in the learning phase.

The throughput of a new connection Ŷ is estimated using

the function Φ̂ built in the learning phase by Ŷ = Φ̂(X). We

remark that this procedure does not load the network during

the monitoring phase because it does not send the packets

to measure the maximum throughput. The model is robust

to spatial/temporal variation of the wireless medium, it only

needs piecewise stationarity.

III. THE ESTIMATOR OF THE STATE OF THE WIRELESS

LINK, X

In this section we will describe the estimator X , that is

the estimator of the state of the wireless link. This state will

be estimated from the probability distribution of the variable

delay seen by the probe packets.

In 802.11 links, there are many factors that influence the

state of the wireless link, but the most important of them are

the collision probability (p) and the channel interference (I).

We consider a probe packet n that arrives to the queue of

the wireless link at time tin and leaves the link at time ton.

If the latency of the link is D, the free capacity is Cn(p, I)
(we consider the case of adaptive multirate where the link

capacity varies with p and I), P is the packet’s size and

Vn(p, I) represents the delay caused by retransmissions. The

difference between ton and tin is such that:

ton − tin =
P

Cn(p, I)
+ D + Vn(p, I) (1)

Some factors in (1) are constant: example: Cmax, min delay,

etc, so we can express the equation (1) as: ton − tin = K +
Kn(p, I)

Therefore, we can consider instead the following equation:

Kn = Kn−1 + (ton − ton−1
) − (tin − tin−1

) (2)

Equation (2) is obtained by considering two consecutive

packets, n−1 and n, and the difference between the following

equations: ton − tin = K + Kn(p, I) and ton−1
− tin−1

=
K + Kn−1(p, I).

Applying equation (2) recursively we have:

Kn = K0 +

n∑

j=1

[(toj − toj−1
) − (tij − tij−1

)] (3)

Equation (3) allows us to estimate the probability distribution

of the variable component of the delay using only the arrival

times and departure times.

Remark 1: K0 can be set to zero starting the sequence

where some consecutive packets have interarrival times equal

to the interdeparture time.

In figures 1 and 2 we show the empirical distribution of Kn

for different states of the wireless link.

Fig. 1. Empirical distribution of Kn for different states of the wireless link.
Changing the number of fixed nodes (n) in the wireless network. The distance
between RN and NodeX is the same in all the simulations

Fig. 2. Empirical distribution of Kn for different states of the wireless link.
Changing the distance (d) between NodeX and RN. The number of fixed
nodes is the same in all the simulations

We will use as variable X (estimator of the wireless link’s

state) some statistics of Kn like the expected value, variance,

etc..

IV. SIMULATIONS

We will consider an environment that consists of a reference

node (RN) and a number of fixed nodes randomly distributed

over the network area (we use Poisson’s distribution). We will

call constellation the set of fixed nodes. We will use IEEE

802.11g in all the simulations and ARF (Auto Rate Fallback)

as the algorithm of Rate Adaptation. The methodology used in

order to train the system and to predict the throughput of the

new connection is the explained in section II. All simulations

were done using the Ns-2 simulator [8]. The training and the

prediction using SVM were done with the libsvm library [4].
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Following, two scenarios are presented: saturated and un-

saturated traffic. In each simulation, we change the distance

between the reference node and the NodeX, also we change

the number of nodes in the constellation and their positions.

A. Saturated traffic conditions

We want to estimate the maximum throughput of a wireless

connection in a situation where the network is saturated, in

this case, we train with nodes that always have packets to

send. We modeled the traffic of all the nodes as CBR/UDP

with rate=20Mbps.

General characteristics:

• Topology: RN + n nodes + NodeX

• Traffic Type: All nodes (also the NodeX) gener-

ate CBR/UDP uplink (Rate= 20Mbps Packet Size=

1500bytes)

• Probe Packets: UDP, Packet Size= 10bytes, Interval=

1ms

• The positions of the n nodes are randomly choosen with

Poisson distribution.

Remark 2: There is a trade-off between the size and inter-

arrival time of the test packets, since the objective is not to

affect the network performance. We did several tests and we

concluded that the values: Packet Size= 10bytes and Interval=

1ms are sufficient to achieve a good estimate without affecting

the system.

Remark 3: The simulation throughput is calculated consid-

ering the bytes received and the total transfer time (in saturated

conditions).

In order to get many values to train and to verify the model,

we made several simulations, increasing n from 1 to 10 and

changing the distance between Node X and RF (d).

Each simulation is divided into three well defined parts,

being t the the simulation’s time:

• Part 1 (t = 0, t = 50): The n nodes of the constellation

start sending packets. They continue injecting traffic to

the network in all the simulation. We wait until the system

reaches stationary state.

• Part 2 (t = 50, t = 100): The NodeX starts sending

packets (it finishes at t = 100).

• Part 3 (t = 130, t = 140): The NodeX sends the test

packets.

From each simulation we obtain as an output:

• The throughput of NodeX

• X, the estimator of the wireless link state.

We use the mean value of Kn as the estimator X . Figure

3 shows the measured throughput of the new connection and

its prediction using as X only the mean value of Kn for each

sample (Xi). As we can see in this figure the estimation is

accurate. In this case, the results of SVM are:

Mean squared error 0.282229

Squared correlation coefficient 0.868246

In the example of figure 3, we made four sets of simulations:

One of them was used to train and the others to verify the

Fig. 3. Measured and predicted Throughput using only the mean value of
Kn

model. The four sets of simulations were done with different

topologies. In each one, n = 1 : 1 : 10 and d = 0 : 1 : 40, n is

the number of nodes in the constellation and d is the distance

between RN and NodeX. This explains the shape of the graph.

We remark that training with about 100 samples good results

are obtained: Squared correlation coefficient > 0.80. This

accuracy is enough for taking some decisions in wireless

networks.

B. Nonsaturated traffic conditions

In this section, the objective is the estimation of the maxi-

mum throughput of a wireless connection in a situation where

the network is not saturated. Therefore, we train with nodes

that are making small file downloads or Internet browsing. We

model this traffic as an exponential on-off process.

In the present work, we focus on the case of fixed rate

in physical layer, which means that, we disable the ARF

mechanism.

General characteristics:

• Topology: RN + n nodes + NodeX

• Traffic Type: The nodes of the constellation generate

Exponential On-Off over UDP (burst time= 0.5s, idle

time=0.5s, mean rate=500kbps, Packet Size= 1500bytes)

• Probe Packets: UDP, Packet Size= 10bytes, Interval=

1ms

• The positions of the n nodes are randomly choosen off

with Poisson distribution.

• The NodeX generates CBR/UDP uplink traffic

(Rate=20Mbps Packet Size= 1500bytes)

• Physical Layer Rate= 12Mbps

We proceed the same way as above, making several simu-

lations, increasing n and changing the distance between Node

X and RF (d).

The simulation can be decomposed into three steps. Follow-

ing we present each of them.
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• Step 1 (t = 0, t = 50): The n nodes of the constellation

start sending packets. They continue injecting traffic to

the network during all the simulation. We wait until the

system reaches stationary state.

• Step 2 (t = 50, t = 100): The NodeX starts sending

packets with CBR/UDP traffic, and finishes at t = 100.

• Step 3 (t = 130, t = 170): The NodeX sends the test

packets.

In figures 4 we show the empirical distribution of Kn for

different states of the wireless link.

Fig. 4. Empirical distribution of Kn for different states of the wireless link.
We changed the distance (d) between NodeX and RF and the number of fixed
nodes (n)

After several tests, we obtained the best accuracy of the

throughput using the following three parameters as X:

• Mean and variance of the estimator Kn

• Value of the empirical distribution of Kn in 0 (minimum

delay achieved under the wireless link conditions).

Considering these three parameters, we used SVM and ob-

tained encouraging results. They are in the following table and

in figure 5. In this situation, we made one set of simulations

to train and another to verify the model.

Mean squared error 0.371387

Squared correlation coefficient 0.897626

V. CONCLUSION

This work estimates the throughput seen by applications

in a wireless link. The main contributions of this paper are

the proposed estimator of the wireless link state and the

methodology presented that uses SVM and probe packets in

order to predict the maximum throughput of a new connection.

In addition, the proposed methodology is a non intrusive

procedure.

This statistical learning approach gives accurate throughput

prediction in both situations: saturated and non-saturated traffic

conditions.

Fig. 5. Simulated and estimated throughput for the non saturated case, using
mean, variance, and minimum delay.

This work has many future lines of research like: extending

and applying this procedure to develop an admission control

algorithm for multi-hop wireless networks, predicting other

QoS parameters seen by applications in wireless networks (like

delay, jitter, etc.) and applying the previous methodology to

802.11e wireless networks.

We are working on improving the estimation for the case

of unsaturated traffic conditions. We are interested on investi-

gating other features of Kn that help to raise the accuracy of

the estimation. In addition we want to extend the analysis to

the case of variable rate.
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